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the serial number on my singer sewing machine is k7326351. the k ranges i have seen only go to 1260800, and indicate a 1904 date which i am not sure about. it is a 99k, and the plate on the front says eh958178and while the bottom specifically indicates that k7326351 is the serial number, when i look up the eh number, it does make sense, and in two places suggests a 1953 date. should i assume the eh number
on the front is the serial number, despite the clear numbers on the bottom so i went to singer and they informed me that my machine has a serial number of k7326351 and the model is the 1853 model. i found this out by going to the singer website and looking up the serial number and checking the machine model. i was a little surprised because my machine was purchased in 1996. i would like to know the model is

the 1853 model and is it the red eye model as the plates have been removed. thank you! i have a singer treadle sewing machine. from the design on it, it looks like a singer red eye, but the plate has been severely scratched out, why would anyone scratch out the serial number is there any other way to find a serial number for my machine im not looking to sell it because it is beautiful and in excellent working
condition, but it would be nice to know if it is truly a red eye model. i have a singer treadle sewing machine. from the design on it, it looks like a singer red eye, but the plate has been severely scratched out, why would anyone scratch out the serial number is there any other way to find a serial number for my machine im not looking to sell it because it is beautiful and in excellent working condition, but it would be

nice to know if it is truly a red eye model. thanks to any advice.
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if you need more information about this machine i can provide it. the machine is a simanco 300 manual sewing machine serial number m/702/14053 with a name tag in front of the machine with the model name and the name labeda printed on it, the model name comes off, it is called a super deluxe
sewing machine as far as i know. the serial number is stamped on the base plate and also on the base plate itself in 2 places. hello i have a sewing machine i would like to sell. it is a singer model number 6022a, motor no. 3094, serial no. 19p-3b, with a name tag that says model 301a-r, usa, and next
to the name tag is a little gold tag with the name noticeland and underneath the name is a little yellow tag that says model 301a, and underneath that it says made in usa here is a picture http://img143.imageshack.us/img143/4939/pantathoseofmymachinese.jpg thank you benjamin warrington hello,

is this the kind of information you are looking for? model number: 3023a-r serial number (also below the name plate): l987654 manufacturer: singer country of manufacture: usa machine serial number (bottom left by sewing machine): l9723440 machine serial number (top right)): 078m/1847
machine serial number (below name plate): 30775 machine serial number (above name plate): 180075 machine serial number (on bottom left side of name plate): 303186 machine serial number (on top of name plate): 83301 machine serial number (left side of name plate): 0005 machine serial

number (right side of name plate): 02462 color of name plate (machine base): black color of name plate (front cover): white color of name plate (sewer): grey color of name plate (back cover): black color of name plate (top): red i tried to resize the pictures so they fit. next time i'll try to get better
pictures. 5ec8ef588b
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